All vehicles making deliveries to the Moscone Convention Center DURING THE EXHIBITOR MOVE-IN PERIOD, MUST REPORT TO THE TRUCK MARSHALING AREA. Vehicles will be checked in and routed to dock spaces for unloading.

IMPORTANT: ALL TRUCKS MUST HAVE A CERTIFIED WEIGHT TICKET (GROSS & TARE)

DIRECTIONS

FROM THE PENINSULA:
   North on Highway 101 Cesar Chavez exit
   East on Cesar Chavez
   Cross Third Street and proceed to end of Cesar Chavez
   Turn left at the last street and enter into the yard
   Follow signs to the applicable scale
   Enter scale and wait for directions

FROM THE EAST BAY:
   West on Interstate 80 over the Bay Bridge
   South on Highway 101 to Cesar Chavez exit
   East on Cesar Chavez
   Cross Third Street and proceed to end of Cesar Chavez
   Turn left at the last street and enter into the yard
   Follow signs to the applicable scale
   Enter scale and wait for directions

(SEE MAP ON NEXT PAGE)

Vehicles picking up shipments at the Moscone Convention Center during exhibitor move-out period, MUST ALSO REPORT TO THE MARSHALING AREA. Vehicles will be checked in and routed to dock spaces when shipments are ready to load and proper material handling agreements have been turned into the Freeman Service Desk.